Abstract Nouns

Hope
Opportunity
Treason

Heroism
Oddness
Tenacity

Hysteria
Occupation
Tension

Humbleness
Originality
Taxation

Health
Obedience
Turmoil

Happiness
Opinion
Triumph

Harmony
Oiliness
Temptation

Concrete Nouns

Axe
Squirrel
Hallway

Air
Suspenders
Hand

Alligator
Straw
Helmet

Almond
Socks
Harp

Antique
Slide
Hose

Ant
Slime
Hell

Apron
Studio
Harbor

1.

Should development in the urban/wilderness interface be restricted to lessen fire danger?

{Current Events}

2. → 
                                                   3.  Hotter: Wildlands or Zelda?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. What is the role of climate change in California’s increasing wildfires?

2. → 
3. Hotter: Game of Thrones or Walking Dead?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. How should forestland be managed to lessen California’s fire danger?

2. →   
3.Hotter: Game of Thrones or Walking Dead?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Should building codes demand higher fire resistance in new construction?

2. →  
3. Hotter: :Steph or LeBron?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Should PG&E be held liable for wildfires sparked from PG&E lines into vegetation they maintain?

2. →   
3. Hotter :Instagram or Snapchat?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Controlled burns lessen wildfire danger but also lessen air quality--what’s the priority?

2. →   
3. Hotter: Kylie Lip Kits or Rihanna’s Fur Slides?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Current  Trump admin. proposals: Forest Service firefighting budget cut: $300 million cut, wildfire prevention budget cut: $50 million,volunteer fire
department support cut: 25 million. Sound fiscal policy?

2.
3.

→   
Hotter: Superman or Batman?

Quotes
“Courage is fire, and bullying is smoke.”-- Disraeli
“80,000 years ago, fire was a symbol of power and a means of survival. The tribe who possessed fire, possessed life.”- Gerard Brach, Quest for
Fire
“If you want to know what a man's like, take a good look at how he treats his inferiors, not his equals.” - J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire

“Getting information from the Internet is like taking a drink from the fire hydrant”.--Mitchell Kapor
“Intelligence is relative.”-  Ethan and Joel Coen, Burn After Reading
“So it's you and a syringe against the Capitol? See, this is why no one lets you make the plans.” -Suzanne Collins, Catching Fire

“Talent is a flame. Genius is a fire.” Bernard Williams
“Time flies when you're being annoyed.” In the Line of Fire

“It's safe to assume that by 2085 guns will be sold in vending machines but you won't be able to smoke anywhere in America.” - David Sedaris,
When You Are Engulfed in Flames

“The spread of civilisation may be likened to a fire; first, a feeble spark, next a flickering flame, then a mighty blaze, ever increasing in speed and
power.”- Nikola Tesla
 “The funny thing about firemen is... Night and day they are always firemen.”- Backdraft
“We need to be really bothered once in a while. How long is it since you were really bothered? About something important, about something
real?”- Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451

“So comes snow after fire, and even dragons have their ending!”-  J. R. R. Tolkien
“The world, although well-lighted with fluorescents and incandescent bulbs and neon, is still full of odd dark corners and unsettling nooks and
crannies.” -Stephen King, Firestarter
“I am a warrior, that my son may be a merchant—and his son may be a poet.” - Diana Gabaldon, The Fiery Cross

“The finest steel has to go through the hottest fire.” Richard M. Nixon
“Everyone runs in her own way, or his own way. And where does the power come from, to see the race to its end?... From within.”- Collin
Welland, Chariots of Fire

“How can one respect, let alone adopt, the values of a people who do not, on any level whatever, live the way they say they do, or the way they
say they should?” - James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time

“Fire and swords are slow engines of destruction, compared to the tongue of a Gossip.”-  Richard Steele
“Hatred isn't something you're born with. It gets taught.”- Chris Gerolmo, M
 ississippi Burning
“Sometimes I felt that growing up and being a girl was about learning to be afraid.” - Claire Messud, The Burning Girl

